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PHYSIOS TEACHING IN HIOH SCHOOLS.1

BY SUPERINTENDENT DARWIN L. BARDWELL,
New York City.

What I have to say upon the teaching of physics in high
schools will fall into three divisions: 1st, the pupils; 2nd, the
teachers; 3rd, the tools.

Obviously the most important division of this subject is that
which concerns the pupils: the schools are maintained for the
benefit of the pupils; the teachers are there to serve the pupils;
and the subjects in the course of study, text-books, apparatus,
equipment, are all for the benefit of the pupils. That which must
always be kept in mind, therefore, is the greatest good of the
pupils.

There seems to be a somewhat common impression that the
girls are as a rule less proficient in physics than are boys. For
thirteen years I was a class room teacher of physics, during
which time my classes were almost invariably mixed classes.
In all of this time I was never able to discover that it is safe to
make any such generalization. There was great difference in
the way pupils approached and satisfactorily pursued this sub-
ject. This difference, in my judgment, was due less to natural
ability than to previous experience for the interpretation of the
subject. The point of contact, therefore, must relate to the
experience of the pupil.
Some fifteen years ago, when nature study was being advo-

cated very ardently as an important activity of the elementary
schools, Cornell University issued from time to time a series
of very attractive and helpful nature study leaflets. In an early
number of these leaflets appeared a sentence which read, as
nearly as I can remember, something like this: ^He who thinks
chiefly of his subject, teaches science; but he who thinks chiefly

of his pupil, teaches nature study." The idea involved in this
quotation is of broader application than to the nature study and
applies to a wider field than the elementary school. Any person
who anywhere, in either the elementary school course or in the
high school course, thinks chiefly of his subject, is failing to
give his best services. Always and everywhere the supreme
object of consideration is, not the subject, but the pupil.
Now let us have a few moments to consider the teacher. Great
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gains have been made within the past few years in the equip-
ment of the teacher for his task. In many quarters great speciali-
zation has been urged on the part of high school teachers. In
my judgment, the advocates of this policy have gone too far.
I am prepared to say that so far as my observation and experi-
ence go, the best high school teacher is not the one who is simply
an expert highly specialized in his own field, but rather the one
with broader outlook and sympathy. The teacher of physics in
the high school who knows physics thoroughly, but nothing else,
will not as a rule be as good a teacher as one who, perhaps, knows
physics less thoroughly, but who does know something quite
clearly and definitely of chemistry and biology. What we need,
I think, is not the narrow specialist, but, if I may so express it,
the broad specialist. It must not be forgotten that the high
school is not the place to train scientists or specialists. Pupils
of high school age are not ready for that. It appears, therefore,
that the high school teacher of physics is at his best who keeps
fresh and alert in the field of human sympathy as well as in the
subject of physics. He needs continually to vary and modify
his outlines of instruction and his lists of experiments. His
revisions may not always be an improvement, considered from
an abstract standpoint, but there is an improvement if by each
readjustment he attempts to get into more thorough sympathy
with his pupils in their varying needs as they come before him
year after year. The tendency, quite naturally, is when a good
series of experiments has been determined upon, or an excellent
outline of work has been made, to consider that these are to be
given without further change; but he who does so is rapidly
getting into a rut which will certainly result in stagnation. Every
teacher constantly feels, I believe, the need of this sort of re-
adjustment, for his own sake as well as for the sake of his
pupils. The thing which is new attracts him. He likes a new
text-book, and to change from time to time, unless, indeed, he
is so unfortunate as to be the author of the text-book he is using.
The change of text-books from time to time, bearing in mind
necessary economies, is a good thing, even if the new text-book
is not as good as the old one. Such changes keep teachers from
stagnating. They also help them to keep the pupils in mind,
rather than their subject.

Let us now consider briefly the tools; and for convenience I
shall think of these as two sorts: ist, the laboratory, and, 2nd,
the text-book.
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In turning our attention to the laboratory I would like to
inquire for the moment the purpose of individual experiments by
pupils. We have long since passed the stage when it is necessary
to advocate individual experiments by the pupil�thai is now con-
ceded ; but it is not out of place to inquire the purpose of these ex-

periments in order that we may understand better their mode of
procedure. We are sometimes told the purpose of the experiment
on the part of the pupil is to teach him to investigate.; but the
high school pupil is rarely if ever able to do any investigation
worthy of the name. Certainly we do not have individual experi-
ments performed by pupils in any hope that any considerable
number of them will even catch the spirit of the investigator.
Then we are told that the purpose of the laboratory experiment
is to verify laws already demonstrated; but so far as I am aware
those laws do not need verifying. In no real sense does the
pupil verify them. To verify means to prove the truth of them.
That task would be a long and difficult problem of specialization;
but what the pupil does need is to have these laws and facts
made vivid to him. The purpose of the individual laboratory
experiment is neither investigation nor verification, but the making
vivid and alive. If this is at all true we need less of long,
technical, quantitative experimentation and much more of the
short, comparatively easy qualitative experiment. The experi-
ment which is performed with reasonable accuracy, with intelli-
gence, and with inspiration, is one which is not over-technical
but in which the pupil easily and intelligently makes the progress
toward a desired end, which desired end he has at least partially
in mind from the beginning. To spend, say, ninety minutes on
a single experiment in finding the specific gravity of a solid is,
I -believe, a monstrous waste of time. From the above it is
evident that in the opening up of the subject in class room work
or lecture room, demonstration is essential. This work should
keep ahead of the laboratory work, although the latter should
not lag far behind.

’Just a word as to the text-book. When physics was new in
our high school course, the text-books were often scientifically
inaccurate, but they were attractive, interesting, and suggestive
of most interesting and valuable applications to everyday life.
With the development of experimentation, text-books have greatly
increased in value in this direction, but have become monstrously
lean and ill favored in other directions. They no longer call
attention, or even suggest, things which are so interesting to
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the pupil in the way of application to everyday business problems.
To say that such text-books are no longer available does not
answer the argument. If such things are desired and they are
not to he had, it is our business to make them. The teachers of
this city are able to do anything to which they set their minds.
Brief, vivid and suggestive essays, monographs or descriptions,
whatever they may be called, should be prepared to supplement
and enrich the ordinary text-books and laboratory work. This,
I think, is what more than anything else our high school course
in physics lacks. If this is done, I am confident that the pupils
will take hold of the subject with avidity and increasing interest,
not to speak of the greater profit.

THE RELATION OF PROBLEM WORK TO THE NEW PHYSIOS
MOVEMENT.

BY WILLIAM G. FULLER,
New Palts Normal.

The return to the "Natural Philosophy" of our fathers in the
teaching of physics is hailed with delight by many teachers as the
panacea for the ills of present-day instruction in physical science.
That there is a decided change soon to come, none can deny.
The course has become, in altogether too large a degree, a study
of technical details, having little bearing on the actual life of
the student. As an illustration, what degree of interest can a
teacher hope to arouse in the average high school girl by such
experiments as "Breaking Strength of a Wire," "Wheatstone’s
Bridge," etc.? When students are, obliged to perform experi-
ments of this sort, the work is done in a mechanical way, the
sole object being to get an acceptance mark as soon as possible,
and thus avoid a failing mark at the end of the term. Surely a
change is needed, and it is undoubtedly coming.
But before abandoning at once the whole scheme of present-

day instruction, let us inquire into the history of the course as
now given in the majority of schools, and discover if possible
the reasons for the conditions now existing. Undoubtedly the
old course in "Natural Philosophy" was one of the most popular
given, especially among the boys, and many were the exclama-
tions of astonishment at the wonders wrought by the instructor,
and many the enjoyable minutes spent in gazing upon the spec-
tacular experiments. Also the fact that the teacher did the
work of preparation aided in making the course popular.


